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Abstract: In construction delay claims, force majeure is normally recognized as an excusable risk
that entitles contractors only to time extensions, but neither of the contracting parties is entitled to
monetary compensation to recover delay damages. However, there are instances where contractors
are entitled to both time and cost compensations, as evidenced by some court cases relating to force
majeure claims. Such instances involve attributing the occurrence of the force majeure to the effect
of other prior delay events that pushed project performance into the period of the force majeure.
Existing delay analysis methods are not capable of addressing this issue, as none take the impact
of other delays into consideration when analyzing force majeure claims. Stimulated by this gap,
this study proposes an improved and sound method for fairly analyzing the responsibility of force
majeure delay claims amongst contracting parties. This method was implemented on a case project
to help demonstrate its application and also ascertain its practicability. The contribution of this paper
is twofold. First, it has highlighted the situation of force majeure delay that can be compensable,
creating more awareness among researchers and industry practitioners. The second is a proposed
systematic process to appropriately analyze its responsibility, which equitably addresses claims from
such delays with little or no chance of dispute ensuing.
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1. Introduction

Delay in construction projects is one of the most recurring issues and common problems in
construction claims [1]. If a project is not completed on time, an owner’s lost profits and financing costs
can add up quickly. Similarly, a contractor will expend significant amounts in lost opportunities and
extended performance costs [2]. Due to this issue, and with the increasing size and complexity in nature
of projects, construction claims have received much attention recently as a result of the increasing
number of delay disputes [3]. Therefore, construction delay claims have received more considerable
efforts aimed at enhancing delay claim settlements and reducing the high level of disputes [4–6].
This includes the needs for improvement which can reduce the impact of delay analysis issues and
increase the efficiency of delay analysis techniques (DATs) [7,8]. However, there are several issues that
have a potential impact on the delay analysis results, which have not been considered in the delay
analysis [9], especially when the external events are involved in the construction delay claims.

The recent natural disasters and extreme weather have resulted in an increase of delay claims
and have raised complex issues relative to force majeure clauses [10–12]. In construction contracts,
these events, and other events that have been stipulated in force majeure clauses, would exclude
liability where unforeseen events, beyond a party’s control, prevent the performance of its contractual
obligations, meaning that the contractor is entitled to extra time to perform without monetary
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compensation [13]. Though force majeure delays are not considered to be compensable, the common
denominator in force majeure case law involves the evaluation of essential evidence for undertaking
precautions and reasonable preparation to avoid the consequences of a foreseeable condition. It is
not sufficient to merely contend that the delay resulted from a severe storm or hurricane. Therefore,
it should be kept in mind that it is possible for a force majeure delay to be compensable to the innocent
party suffering damages [14].

With a lack of understanding of the real aspects involved with compensation situations for force
majeure delay, the liability for force majeure poses great difficulty to practitioners in delay claim
resolution. Although it has been stated that a delay that would ordinarily be non-compensable
may be transformed into a compensable delay [15] (pp. 1–11), this is not popular in delay analysis.
For example, a case of force majeure delay that would not have occurred to the schedule if the project
would have been completed during the original contract period is a situation in which force majeure
can demand compensation. This case of force majeure claims was found in the subject of disputes for
delay claims [16–18], wherein the owner’s delay extended the completion date of the overall project
and pushed a contractor’s performance into an unusually severe weather period. The effects of the
owners’ contributions in forcing the contractor’s performance into the force majeure period were taken
into consideration. Thus, compensation for delay damages resulting from the delays of winter weather
was awarded to the contractors. The rationale for this decision was based on the fact that the force
majeure delay was caused solely by delays on the part of the owner, which were beyond the control of
the contractors.

The above decision to grant compensation for this situation of force majeure delay raises a number
of issues. First, this issue has not been discussed in practical use of delay analysis. Second, this issue
has not been considered in DATs, which could affect the analysis results. Finally, the responsibility for
pushing the performance into the force majeure period could result from multiple parties, which needs
a proper analysis approach that can determine its liability. There are many excellent papers and law
review articles that address the concept of force majeure in construction contracts [19], or in the context
of comparative legal systems [20,21], which is beyond the scope of this study. This paper intends to
discuss contracting parties’ interference in extending project performance into force majeure periods.
In pursuit of this objective, the paper provides a framework and systematic method for resolving the
liability for force majeure delays in construction claims. This represents the gap in literature for which
the authors have sought to contribute an up-to-date knowledge to ensuring fairness resolution of
delay claims.

2. Literature Review

In construction delay analysis, there are generally three types of delays that occur on construction
projects. The types of delays have been labeled as (1) non-excusable (NE) delays, which are attributed
to the action of the contractor. These are the delays that do not entitle the contractor to either a time
extension or the recovery of delay damages—the contractor may be held liable for the owner’s delay
damages due to this delay; (2) excusable compensable (EC) delays can be delays that are owner-caused,
which typically entitle the contractor to both a time extension and delay damages; (3) excusable
non-compensable (EN) delays are delays that are not the fault of the owner or the contractor, which are
the delay events that allow the contractor to an extension of time for the whole period of delay but
is not allowed damages for delay-related costs. Also, the owner is required to extend the project for
the same time as that of the delay, without the right to late completion damages [22–25]. It should be
noted that EN delay is typically the delay that results from force majeure events, which excuses the
liability from extending the contract time but without compensation.

Depending on the terms of the construction contract, force majeure delay may include unforeseen
events with causes beyond the control of the parties such as fires, earthquakes, floods, hurricanes,
abnormally severe weather, freight embargoes, war, acts of the public enemy, acts of the government
in its sovereign capacity or change of law or regulation, and other natural disasters. Such events
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prevent the parties from fulfilling their obligations under the contract. As the impact of these events
on delaying the project performance means that only the contract completion date is extended for
a period equal to the impact period, without monetary compensation to either of the contracting
parties [13,19–21]. However, there are some circumstances where the parties’ action may transform a
force majeure delay that would ordinarily be non-compensable into a compensable delay.

For example, some delay claims experts have emphasized that “a delay that could have been
avoided by due care of one party is compensable to the innocent party suffering damages as a result of
the delay’s impact” [15] (pp. 1-10–1-12). This means that if a non-compensable delay resulted solely
from the delay of a party, the opportunity of delay damages would be recoverable by the other party.
This issue of recovery of delay damages on account of an adverse weather delay claims has notably
been addressed by the Armed Services Board of Contract Appeals (ASBCA) in the Appeal of DTC
Engineers & Constructors. DTC’s claim was based on severe weather delays, for which the normal
remedy under the force majeure clause is time extension, but not money. Consequently, the ASBCA
found that the adverse weather claim was “not grounded” in the force majeure clause, but instead was
based on a constructive suspension of work by the Government under the Suspension of Work clause.
Finally, the ASBCA held open the possibility of money damages, stating that “government delays
which pushed a contractor’s performance into periods of adverse weather can be a cause of additional
delay for which a contractor may be compensated” [17]. Also, a similar case was advanced in Charles
G. Williams construction claims [18]. In this case, the government characterized the claim as one
based on unusually severe weather for which no responsibility for monetary compensation was due.
The contractor argued the theory that the weather delays were directly caused by the government’s
delay, which is to say that, “had the government not suspended work on the project, the weather
delays would not have occurred“. The Board, however, found that weather interfered with work that
would have been completed earlier under better weather conditions and that the delay was caused by
the government’s delay. The ASBCA agreed with that analysis, finding that the suspension of work
was the direct cause of the additional weather related delays, and therefore granted money damages
to the contractor.

In spite of many contributions in the subject of delay claims, proper analysis of delay claims
which take into consideration the effect of a number of scheduling and delay issues is often
lacking in practice [26–28]. Existing DATs are widely used in practice to help with successful claim
resolutions [29,30], but they do not account for the responsibility of extending project’s performance
into force majeure periods. This is due to lack of awareness of the issue in delay analysis, coupled with
the paucity of such claims in construction litigation. To address this gap, this paper considered various
dimensions of this issue, as presented in the following sections, to overcome this issue as long as the
events of force majeure have been increased globally [31–33].

3. Force Majeure in Construction Delay Claims

Force majeure clause in construction contract exclude liability where unforeseen events prevent
the performance of its contractual obligations. The term “force majeure” is principally identified
as being an “exceptional” event or circumstance, beyond the party’s control, and something that it
could not have reasonably been provided against before entering into the contract. Further, the event
cannot be one that the party could have reasonably avoided or overcome, nor is it allowed to be
“substantially” attributable to the other party. This means that, when the force majeure event falls
into the above criteria, the contractor is entitled for time extension but neither party is entitled to a
monetary claim [34–37].

Although practitioners share the common concept that a delay due to force majeure is often
classified as EN delay [38], this contradicts many force majeure claims that have concluded in a
compensation for force majeure delays [10,11,19–21,31]. This is due to the fact that the determination
of delay responsibility and the recovery of delay damages will depend on the facts surrounding
the claim, certain measurements for determining the real delay cause, and proper analyses for
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allocating its responsibility [39]. Thus, ignoring the real reason for its occurrence raised interesting
and complex issues when preparing or analyzing the force majeure claim [14–18]. In this regard, very
little improvements have been reported in construction claims for force majeure delay analysis [40–42],
which have not helped with reducing force majeure disputes in the construction industry.

Although there is no place for recovering any damages when the force majeure delay meets
the above criteria, the occurrence time for the force majeure event during the contractual periods is
however an important criterion that should not be neglected when determining the entitlements that
ought to be granted to the affected parties. To clearly illustrate this criterion, Figure 1 shows two
different scenarios for force majeure delay on the schedule. In Scenario I, force majeure delay (FMD)
occurred during the original contract period. For Scenario II, FMD occurred in the delayed period
after the original contract period. In both scenarios, FMDs have occurred on the schedule and caused a
delay to the project performance due to different reasons, as follows.
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In Scenario I, case (a) shows FMD, for e.g., a natural disaster period, that occurred at T4. Obviously,
this type of delay lies beyond the reasonable control of all the parties. Also, FMD in this scenario
happened during the original contract period that was agreed upon among the contract parties.
Based on its occurrence time being within the contractual period, there is no causal relationship
between the FMD and other delays. This means, with or without the prior delay events, D1 and D2,
the FMD delay would still affect project progress at T4. In this case, FMD is typically unavoidable
by the exercise of ordinary care. This situation offers a legitimate excuse under most force majeure
clauses, where the normal remedy entitles a contractor to an additional time to complete the contract
but with no additional money. For the purpose of this study, such condition of force majeure delay
occurrence is referred to hereafter as unavoidable force majeure delay (UFMD).

In Scenario II, the case is completely different. Case (b) shows the FMD to have occurred at
T7. In this scenario, D1 and D2 have contributed to the extending of the original contract period
into T7, where the force majeure occurred. Thus, the FMD is the result of the delays to the original
contract period. Without the prior delays, D1 and D2, the project would have been completed at T5.
This situation is similar to DTC’s claims case, of which it was concluded that “had the Government
not suspended work on the project, the weather delays would not have occurred” [17]. Thus, when a
party’s action (or inaction) is the cause of pushing a project’s performance into a force majeure delay,
the latter may be deemed a compensable delay [15–18]. Therefore, the occurrence of FMD in this case
would have to be treated completely different from case (a). Scenario II also illustrates the fact that
the force majeure delay that occurred after the original contract period was a preventable delay in the
sense that it would not have been an issue had the project been completed during the original contract
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period. For the purpose of this study, such FMD is referred to hereafter as preventable force majeure
delay (PFMD).

In general, UFMD and PFMD seek to explain a delay risk for unforeseeable events and its
measurement of its liability from the perspective of avoiding or preventing its occurrence time.
The current practice for dealing with delay claim analyses recognize only the UFMD scenario, with the
usual remedy to contractors being the granting of time extensions only. This delay scenario is an
unavoidable risk situation under the exercise of due care of neither party by virtue of its occurrence
during the contract period that has been mutually agreed upon among the parties. Generally,
the possibility of preventing the delay risk during the project course is a major factor for determining
where its liability will fall. In line with risk allocation principles employed in construction delay claims,
the theory of the PFMD in this study is underpinned by the legal judgements of forensic schedule
analyses for a specific scenario of force majeure delay that has been the subject of the dispute between
contracting parties in several court cases (see cases cited in [16–18]). This scenario is hardly accounted
for in delay analysis practice, in spite of the fact that court cases have clearly attested to its legitimacy.
It is not surprising that the cited cases recognized such entitlements, as the rationale for the decisions
largely follow the principles of the risk assessment for avoiding and preventing the delay. As depicted
in Figure 1, preventing the project from delaying the original contract time would precisely have
prevented the occurrence time of PFMD. Therefore, PFMD can rightly be classified as a “preventable”
delay situation on account of the fact that it purely brought by the consequences of extending the
original contract time, which could have been avoided by meeting the original contractual deadline.

3.1. Unavoidable Force Majeure Delay (UFMD) and Preventable Force Majeure Delay (PFMD) in
Construction Litigation

As illustrated in the above, the occurrence time of force majeure delays, whether before or after
the original date of project completion, will determine its type, whether it is a UFMD or PFMD.
Both UFMD and PFMD have the potential of impacting both the schedule performance period and the
overall cost of the project. For this reason, the analysis should take various principles for analyzing
their entitlement. In the case of UFMD, the entitlement is typically an extension of time only as the
usual remedy for force majeure delays. The concept in this entitlement is that, since the cause of
this delay was beyond the parties’ control and without the fault or negligence of neither party, then
neither party should benefit or be damaged. Therefore, the owner is required to extend the time of
performance of the work and give up the right to late completion damages for the time resulting from
this delay.

In contrast, the PFMD has occurred on the schedule only due to the extension of the original
contract period. Since the original contract time for the project was supposed to be completed before the
period of PFMD, one of the contracting parties at least is therefore responsible for delaying the original
contract period and pushing the performance into PFMD period. Thus, the innocent party suffering
damages has the right to claim against any delay that resulted from the negligence or tardiness of
the other party [15] (pp. 1–4). In this case, the attitude typically expressed by the innocent party is,
“why should I carry such expenses or lost profit when the other party’s action has extended the project
performance into this period of delay?” The argument, when analyzed in the legal context of delays,
is that completing the project during the original contract time would avoid such delay damages.

3.2. UFMD and PFMD in Existing Delay Analysis Techniques (DATs)

Determining the contractual responsibility of delay is the most likely source of dispute in
construction projects. Thus, DATs are applied to prepare the logical basis to persuade parties claims
concerning the extension of time and financial burden. More precisely, delay analysis refers to a forensic
investigation into the issue of what has caused a project to run late, for the purpose of establishing
lines of investigation and demonstrating entitlement. Delay analysis methods must provide logic of
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cause and effect relationship for identifying what events contributed to delay and what is the effect of
each event [43].

This has generated considerable initiatives from researchers and industry practitioners aimed at
enhancing the application of existing DATs. In spite of the many contributions [9,27,29], proper analysis
of delay claims which take into consideration the effect of a number of scheduling and delay issues is
often lacking in practice. By reviewing the existing DATs, these techniques range from less accurate
to very accurate, depends on their capabilities and limitations in practical use [44–50]. However,
the techniques based on the critical path method (CPM) are suitable for creating more rigorous results.
These techniques include impacted as-planned, time impact, windows analysis method, and total float
management [51–61].

Among the CPM techniques, the window analysis method has shown a capability for resolving
most delay analysis issues. The window analysis method has been found to be the most widely used
and popular for delay analysis. This method can also resolve the issue of concurrent delays in delay
claims [27,50,62]. Also, it offers better accuracy of the results if the analysis used more snapshots or a
daily window [9,29]. However, the window analysis method does not consider the issue of PFMD
in its analysis process. Also, none of the existing DATs have taken the issue of PFMD in its analysis
process. Therefore, it is noteworthy that the need for analysts to take the issue of PFMD into account
in their delay analysis is becoming an increasingly vital requirement, since it exists in legal judicial
claims which do not consider this issue in the existing DATs.

4. Research Methodology

Since time translates into money, it is very important to assign the responsibility for PFMD
in a manner that is equitable to the owner and the contractor before any economic damages are
determined. Resolving the issue of PFMD is therefore of crucial importance if delay claim disputes
among contracting parties are to be minimized. In the absence of the consideration of PFMD issues by
existing DATs, the need for proper and fair analysis method for calculating the schedule delays that
addresses PFMD responsibility issues is highly warranted. Therefore, the objective of this paper is to
propose an appropriate method that will help ensure such transparency in delay analysis, and to also
protect the right of contracting parties from lost profits or benefits through unfair delay claims analyses.

In this regard, the author’s research approach included first the conducting of a critical review of
literature from both technical and legal materials in the field of engineering and construction project
disciplines. The technical materials researched included technical papers and articles, construction
delay analysis textbooks, and mathematical formulas for computing delay claims. Legal materials
researched included case law, construction delay claims and legal textbooks. The purpose of this review
is to establish, among others, the state of the art on the subject of delay analysis, by investigating (1) the
existing delay analysis issues that can affect the accuracy of the analysis results; (2) the capability of
the existing DATs, in addressing the delay issues of relevance to claims parties; and (3) an appropriate
methodology for addressing PFMD issues in delay analysis that can help claims analysts, judges and
jury members, lawyers, contractors, and owners in construction industry.

Conclusions from the reviews include the fact that many techniques have been developed over
the years to measure and analyze delays in a project schedule. Many of these techniques do not
consider many of the delay analysis issues such as changes in critical path(s) and concurrent delays.
Among existing DATs, the window analysis method is adjudged or known to have the capability to
resolve most of the delay issues and present the most robust analyses and accurate results. However,
the issue of PFMD responsibility is completely ignored and not been taken into account in window
analysis method, as well as in the other existing DATs, which makes the analyses less comprehensive
and less accurate in the apportionment of delay responsibility.

The method devised for calculating such schedule delay analysis is based on the following three
main steps. First, it requires determining the critical delays that caused delays to the overall completion
of the project, taking into account most of the delay analyses issues. Second, it requires employing
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a procedure to determine UFMD and PFMD among the critical project delays. Finally, it requires an
appropriate method for resolving the responsibility of the critical PFMDs. Although the analysis of the
critical PFMD responsibility is usually a straightforward process when only one party is responsible
for extending the original contract period, it can be a very difficult undertaking when various parties
create delays that contribute to extending the original contract time into PFMD period. In this case,
the analysis should not neglect any delay impacts that contribute to extending the original contract
time into each period of PFMD.

The proposed improved methodology addresses the first step using the window analysis method,
which offers the most accurate results in determining critical project delays. The procedures for running
window analysis have been extensively described in the literature (see, for example, [29,47,50–53]),
and therefore will not be discussed any further in this paper. For the last two steps of the methodology
requirements, it is significant to develop an appropriate and dedicated method for resolving the issue
of PFMD responsibility.

4.1. Systematic Method for Calculating Schedule Delay with Considering PFMD

The proposed systematic method that can be used for the schedule delay analysis involves the
integration of the window analysis method with a dedicated method for analyzing the aspect of
PFMD responsibility issue. Like the window analysis method, this new PFMD method makes use
of a daily analysis approach to track the impact of each delay in pushing the project into the PFMD
period. The dedicated method is therefore a detailed methodical analysis aimed at calculating the
responsibility of each delay event in consuming the real time to the period of PFMD occurrence.
The idea of this proposed systematic method is to bring together the benefits of the two approaches for
analyzing the schedule delays which adequately considers the most delay issues, as well as resolving
PFMD responsibility.

In addressing PFMD issues in delay analysis, the process would require a large amount of
information to undertake a thorough analysis. Figure 2 shows the key inputs data for the proposed
analysis method as including as-panned and as-built schedule with the listing, timing, and span of
all of the delay events. It involves eight orderly processes of a methodical procedure. The proposed
system’s output is the responsibility of the project delays that are responsible for extending the project
completion with considering the PFMD issue.

In this study, the proposed method focuses on the determination of how actual delay events on a
project occurred and interacted in the context of a schedule model, for the purpose of understanding
any deviation from a planned schedule and the role of such deviation into other delays within the
project. Therefore, the execution of the proposed method first starts with the window analysis method
to determine the critical delays. The dedicated method is then implemented by first classifying the
critical force majeure delays into UFMD and/or PFMD, based on the period of their occurrence,
whether before and/or after the original completion date, respectively. The daily analyses are then
performed for each period of PFMD in a chronological order. For the first PFMD period, the affected
activity by the PFMD is first identified. The analysis then starts by impacting the baseline schedule
with the delay events day-by-day to track the early finish of the affected activity before and after the
impact. It aims to calculate the loss of time between the original early finish of the affected activity
and the period of PFMD occurrence, which will determine the impact of each delay event and its
responsibility into the selected PFMD period. Extending the early finish (EF) of the affected activity
into PFMD occurrence time by the delay event is the indicator of the delay being responsible or not.
The original EF of the affected activity therefore have been used in this method to discover (1) how
much time was between the period of PFMD occurrence and the original EF of the affected activity;
and (2) which of the schedule delays are solely responsible for consuming that time. Also, the method
takes into account that the PFMD periods that have been resolved will not be neglected in determining
the responsibility for any following PFMD period. In order to ensure clarity on the use of the proposed
method, the eight orderly processes that need to be carried out are presented as follows.
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1. Analyze the schedule for identifying project delays by window analysis. The final analysis gives
the total (EC, NE, and EN) that represent the responsibility for the total project delay to each
party (owner, contractor, and neither party), respectively.
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2. Distinguish the extension period of the project contract. The extension period is the difference in
the period between the original completion date and the actual completion date of the project,
as in Equation (1):

The extension period = (As-built project duration) − (As-planned project duration), (1)

3. Determine (from as-built schedule and as the results of the daily window analysis) the following:

• EN delay(s) that occurred during as-planned duration and classify this event(s) as UFMD(s).
• EN delay(s) that occurred during the extension period and classify this event(s) as PFMD(s).
• List the project delays, as transformed from (EC, NE, and EN) into (EC, NE, UFMD, and PFMD).

4. Determine (from the as-built schedule) PFMD(s) and locate them on the as-planned schedule
(insert them at the pathway of affected activity in the actual day of its occurrence).

5. Define PFMD period(s). Any PFMD event or series events of PFMD that have a sequential order,
without any interrupted of other delay type or work continuation, and affected the same activity
forms one period of PFMD(s). For each period, define also the activity that has been affected
by PFMD(s).

6. Assign each defined period into a separate window. Determine also in each window the first day
window (FDW) and last day of window (LDW), which FDW and LDW are the first day and last
day, respectively, of PFMD in each defined period. Also, sort the windows in a chronological
order from first to last. The first window is the window that has less time in days (LTDs) to the
as-planned completion date. In case of having two or more windows that have the same LTDs,
any of them could be first in this window. LTDs can be counted using Equation (2):

LTDs = FDW − As-planned project duration. (2)

7. Analyze period (t), as the following steps:

• Step 1: Insert only the first window into as-planned schedule, then this schedule becomes
the updated as-planned schedule. Determine ∑ PFMD during period (t), which is the total
PFMDs in this period.

• Step 2: From the as-built schedule, determine the activity’s path(s) that is affected by period (t).
• Step 3: Calculate early finish (EF) of the affected activity form the updated as-planned

schedule, as an Equation (3):

EF = the affected activity duration + EF of predecessor activity, (3)

• Step 4: Calculate the period end to the responsible delays (PERDs) for period (t), as in
Equation (4):

PERDs = LDW of period (t) + 1, (4)

• Step 5: Calculate total responsible delays (TRDs) in period (t), as an Equation (5):

TRDs = FDW − EF, (5)

• Step 6: From the as-built schedule, insert, into the updated as-planned schedule, first day of
delay event(s) that only occurred on the path(s) of the activity that affected by period (t).

• Step 7: Update the delay’s impact on the updated as-planned schedule. Then this schedule
become (The impacted as-planned schedule)

• Step 8: Calculate the updating Early Finish (EF_ updating) of the activity that affected by
period (t), Equation (3) can be used, then the delay’s impact can be
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• Step 9: Compute the delay event according to Equation (6):

If (EF_ updating > EF), otherwise step 11, (6)

• Step 10: Classify this delay event as EC, NE, or UFMD.
• Step 11: Compare (EF_ updating) with and PERDs, according to Equation (7):

If (EF_ updating < PERDs) and (TCDs < TRDs) then step 12, otherwise step 14, (7)

• Step 12: Update the next analysis as that: (EF to be EF_ updating) of the activity that affected
by period (t); (the impacted as-planned schedule) to be (the updated as-planned schedule),
and (the following) day of delay event(s) that occurred only on this path(s) become (the first)
day of delay event(s).

• Step 13: Return to Step 7.
• Step 14: Quantify the total calculated delays (TCDs), as in Equation (8):

TCDs = ∑ EC + ∑ NE + ∑ UFMD, (8)

• Step 15: Allocate the responsibility of period (t) among the parties by using Equations (9)–(11)
for calculating the owner’s responsibility, contractor’s responsibility, and neither party’s
responsibility, respectively.(

∑ EC responsible for period (t)
∑ TCDs responsible for period (t)

)
∗ ∑ PFMD during period (t) (9)

(
∑ NE responsible for period (t)

∑ TCDs responsible for period (t)

)
∗ ∑ PFMD during period (t) (10)(

∑ UFMD responsible for period (t)
∑ TCDs responsible for period (t)

)
∗ ∑ PFMD during period (t) (11)

• Step 16: Assign the result of period (t) to the responsible party(ies), where the result assigns
to EC, NE, and UFMD for the total project delays.

• Step 17: Determine the following window to become period (t) and return to step 9 of this
procedure); otherwise process No. 8.

8. Quantify the total project delays to the responsible parties.

4.2. Case Study

In order to evaluate the proposed method more thoroughly, a test case was designed and simulated
with various construction delay scenarios. It involves a construction of a project that has 14 activities
and is affected by the most common scheduling issues. The idea behind designing this case-study
is to show obviously a particular situation where the effect of the parties’ delays extends the project
performance into PFMDs, as shown in DTC’s claim [17]. Though the proposed methodology has
the capability to be used in delay analysis processes for real-life projects, it however involves a large
amount of processes and information that exceeds the limited space for this paper, as well as a
calculation procedure that would be difficult to handle manually. Therefore, this case is found to be
suitable to assess the approach process.

The project’s as-planned schedule along with the activity, duration, and independent relationships
are shown in Figure 3. The as-planned schedule indicates a total project duration of 20 days. The project
started as scheduled but progress was affected by three main types of delay events: (EC) events for
which the contractor is entitled to both time extensions and recovery of extra cost consequential upon
the delay; (NE) events for which the contractor assumes the risks of costs and the time consequences
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involved; and finally, (EN) events which no party has control over, (e.g., acts of God). In this test case,
all EN events identified are force majeure delays. The as-built schedule maintains the same activities
and relationships but contains the delays as shown in Figure 4, forcing the total project duration to 40
days. The following section will explain the analysis conducted on the delay by using the method’s
procedure that proposed in this paper.Buildings 2017, 7, 115  11 of 22 
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4.2.1. The Analysis

The analysis of this case study will have to follow the approach’s procedures, as discussed, as follows:

1. By applying the window analysis, the total contract period was first broken into discrete time
periods at days 5, 6, 8, 13, 21, 22, 26, 30, 34 and 40, resulting in 10 window periods. This analysis
gives the same result as daily analysis. Analysis was carried out for each window successively at
the various updates, as shown in Table 1. The analysis represents an accurate and reliable results
for the total project delays. The analysis shows that the project has been delayed for 20 days.
The owner responsibility (EC), contractor’ responsibility (NE), and neither party’s responsibility
(EN) are 5 days, 5 days, and 11 days.

Table 1. The results of window analysis method.

Window Number Window Periods Schedule Update Completion Date EC NE EN

0 (start) 0 20 0 0 0
1 1–5 20 21 0.5 0.5 0
2 6 21 22 0.5 0.5 0
3 7–8 22 24 2 0 0
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Table 1. Cont.

Window Number Window Periods Schedule Update Completion Date EC NE EN

4 9–13 24 25 0 0 1
5 14–21 25 26 0 1 0
6 22 26 27 0 0 1
7 23–26 27 28 1 0 0
8 27–30 28 32 0 0 4
9 31–34 32 35 0 3 0

10 (completion) 35–40 35 40 0 0 5

Responsibility for project delays 4 5 11

Total project delays 20

Notes: EC: Excusable Compensable delays; NE: Non-Excusable delays; EN: Excusable Non-compensable delays.

2. By determining the extension period, as an Equation (1), the project has 20 days that extended
the project time. The extension period is 20 start from day 21 up to day 40.

3. The EN delays that occurred between day 1 and 20 are UFMDs and the others are PFMDs. Out of
11 NE delays, the project’s delays involved 10 PFMDs and only one of NE delay is UFMD that
effected Act.07 on day 13. Therefore, the result for this analysis is as shown in Table 2.

Table 2. The results for classifying the project delays.

PFMD
Periods

Window
Number

Window
Periods

Schedule
Update

Completion
Date EC NE UFMD PFMD

0 0 20 0 0 0 -
1 1–5 20 21 0.5 0.5 0 -
2 6 21 22 0.5 0.5 0 -
3 7–8 22 24 2 0 0 -
4 9–13 24 25 0 0 1 -
5 14–21 25 26 0 1 0 0

(22) 6 22 26 27 0 0 - 1
7 23–26 27 28 1 0 - 0

(27–30) 8 27–30 28 32 0 0 - 4
9 31–34 32 35 0 3 - 0

(35–39) 10 35–40 35 40 0 0 - 5

Responsibility for project delays 4 5 1 10

Total project delays 20

Notes: UFMD: unavoidable force majeure delay; PFMD: preventable force majeure delay.

4. As shown in Figure 5, all PFMDs periods have been determined. On the as-planned schedule,
each of the PFMD has been assigned in the actual day of their occurrence and at the pathways of
affected activities.
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5. After applying the definition of a PFMD period as mentioned in step 5 of the procedure, the project
has three periods. The first period is PFMD that has affected Act.10 on day 22, the second period
is PFMDs that affected Act.05 between days 27–30, and the third period is PFMDs that also
affected Act.05 on day 35 and continued for five days.

6. These defined periods can be breakdown into three window: window No. 1 is the first period
that has FDW = Day 22, LDW = Day 22, and LTDs = Day 2.; window No. 2 is the second period
that has FDW = Day 27, LDW = Day 30, and LTDs = Day 7.; window No. 3 is the third period
that has FDW = Day 35, LDW = Day 39, and LTDs = Day 19.

7. Analyze period (22), as the following steps:

• Step 1: As Figure 3 shown, ∑ PFMD during period (22) = 1 day.
• Step 2: The affected activity by period (22) is Act. 10. Therefore, the affected activity’s path

is Act.08-Act.09-Act.10-Act.05.
• Step 3: EF = Day 15 for Act.10.
• Step 4: PERDs = Day 22 (from the process No. 6) + 1 day= Day 23.
• Step 5: TRDs = Day 22 (from the process No. 6) − Day 15 (from Step 3 of process No. 7) = 7 days.
• From Step 6 to Step 13 are as shown in Table 3.

Table 3. The analysis results for period (22).

EF of
Act.08

Delay
Event

Delay
Description

EF_ Updating TCDs
Delay Classification Equation (7)

EC NE UFMD PERDs TRDs

15 1 Act.09 on day 5 16 1 1 0 0 No
16 2 Act.09 on day 6 17 1 1 0 0 No
17 3 Act.09 on day 7 18 1 1 0 0 No
18 4 Act.09 on day 8 19 1 1 0 0 No
19 5 Act.10 on day 17 20 1 0 1 0 No
20 6 Act.10 on day 18 21 1 1 0 0 No
21 7 Act.10 on day 20 23 1 0 1 0 Yes

7 23 7 5 2 0 23 7

Notes: EF_ updating: updating Early Finish; PERD: period end to the responsible delays; TRDs: total responsible delays.

• Step 14: From Table 3, ∑ EC = 5 days; ∑ NE = 2 days; ∑ UFMD = 0. Therefore, by applying
Equation (8), TCDs = 5 + 2 + 0 = 7 days.

• Step 15: By applying Equations (9)–(11) for period (22): owner’s responsibility, contractor’s
responsibility, and neither party’s responsibility are 0.7 day, 0.3 day, and 0, respectively.

• Step 16: The result for period (22), as Figure 6, is shown in Table 4.
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Table 4. The results of period (22) into the project delays.

PFMD
Periods

Window
Number

Window
Periods

Schedule
Update

Completion
Date EC NE UFMD PFMD

0 0 20 0 0 0 -
1 1–5 20 21 0.5 0.5 0 -
2 6 21 22 0.5 0.5 0 -
3 7–8 22 24 2 0 0 -
4 9–13 24 25 0 0 1 -
5 14–21 25 26 0 1 0 0

(22) 6 22 26 27 0.7 0.3 - 0
7 23–26 27 28 1 0 - 0

(27–30) 8 27–30 28 32 0 0 - 4
9 31–34 32 35 0 3 - 0

(35–39) 10 35–40 35 40 0 0 - 5

Responsibility for project delays 4.7 5.3 1 9

Total project delays 20

8. Analyze period (27–30), as in the following steps:

• Step 1: As Figure 3 shown, ∑ PFMD during period (27 − 30) = 4 days.
• Step 2: The affected activity by period (27–30) is Act. 05. Therefore, the affected activity has

four paths, which are (Act.01-Act.02-Act.03-Act.04-Act.05), (Act.06-Act.07-Act.04-Act.05),
(Act.08-Act.09-Act.07-Act.04-Act.05), and (Act.08-Act.09-Act.10-Act.05).

• Step 3: EF = Day 20 for Act.05.
• Step 4: PERDs = Day 30 (from the process No. 6) + 1 day = Day 31.
• Step 5: TRDs = Day 27 (from the process No. 6) − Day 20 (from Step 3 of process No. 7) =

7 days.
• From Step 6 to Step 13 are as shown in Table 5.

Table 5. The analysis results for period (27–30).

EF of
Act.08

Delay
Event

Delay
Description

EF_ updating TCDs
Delay Classification Equation (7)

EC NE UFMD PERDs TRDs

20 1 Act.06 on day 2 20 0 0 0 0 No

20 2 Act.06 on day 3 20 0 0 0 0 No

20 3 Act.06 on day 4 20 0 0 0 0 No

20
4 Act.01 on day 5

21 1 0.5 0.5 0 No
5 Act.09 on day 5

21
6 Act.01 on day 6

22 1 0.5 0.5 0 No
7 Act.09 on day 6

22 8 Act.09 on day 7 23 1 1 0 0 No

23 9 Act.09 on day 8 24 1 1 0 0 No

24 10 Act.07 on day 13 25 1 0 0 1 No

25 11 Act.03 on day 15 25 0 0 0 0 No

25 12 Act.03 on day 16 25 0 0 0 0 No

25 13 Act.10 on day 17 25 0 0 0 0 No

25 14 Act.10 on day 18 25 0 0 0 0 No

25 15 Act.10 on day 20 25 0 0 0 0 No

25 16 Act.10 on day 21 26 1 0 1 0 No

26 17 Act.10 on day 22 27 1 0.7 0.3 0 Yes

17 27 7 3.7 2.3 1 31 7
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• Step 14: From Table 3, ∑ EC = 3.7 days; ∑ NE = 2.3 days; ∑ UFMD = 1 day. Therefore,
by applying Equation (8), TCDs = 2.3 + 2.3 + 1 = 7 days.

• Step 15: By applying Equations (9)–(11) for the period (22): owner’s responsibility,
contractor’s responsibility, and neither party’s responsibility are 2.1 day, 1.3 day, and 0.6
day, respectively.

• Step 16: The result for period (22), as Figure 7 shows, is shown in Table 6.
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Table 6. The results of period (27–30) into the project delays.

PFMD
Periods

Window
Number

Window
Periods

Schedule
Update

Completion
Date EC NE UFMD PFMD

0 0 20 0 0 0 -
1 1–5 20 21 0.5 0.5 0 -
2 6 21 22 0.5 0.5 0 -
3 7–8 22 24 2 0 0 -
4 9–13 24 25 0 0 1 -
5 14–21 25 26 0 1 0 0

(22) 6 22 26 27 0.7 0.3 - 0
7 23–26 27 28 1 0 - 0

(27–30) 8 27–30 28 32 2.1 1.3 0.6 0
9 31–34 32 35 0 3 - 0

(35–39) 10 35–40 35 40 0 0 - 5

Responsibility for project delays 6.8 6.6 1.6 5

Total project delays 20

9. Analyze period (35–39), as the following steps:

• Step 1: As Figure 3 shown, ∑ PFMD during period (35 − 39)= 5 days.
• Step 2: The affected activity by period (35–39) is Act. 05. Therefore, the affected activity

has 4 paths, which are: (Act.01-Act.02-Act.03-Act.04-Act.05), (Act.06-Act.07-Act.04-Act.05),
(Act.08-Act.09-Act.07-Act.04-Act.05), and (Act.08-Act.09-Act.10-Act.05).

• Step 3: EF = Day 20 for Act.05.
• Step 4: PERDs = Day 39 (from the process No. 6) + 1 day = Day 40.
• Step 5: TRDs = Day 35 (from the process No. 6) − Day 20 (from Step 3 of process No. 7) =

15 days.
• Step 6 to Step 13 are as shown in Table 7.
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Table 7. The analysis results for period (35–39).

EF of
Act.08

Delay
Event

Delay
Description

EF_ updating TCDs
Delay Classification Equation (7)

EC NE UFMD PERDs TRDs

20 1 Act.06 on day 2 20 0 0 0 0 No

20 2 Act.06 on day 3 20 0 0 0 0 No

20 3 Act.06 on day 4 20 0 0 0 0 No

20
4 Act.01 on day 5

21 1 0.5 0.5 0 No
5 Act.09 on day 5

21
6 Act.01 on day 6

22 1 0.5 0.5 0 No
7 Act.09 on day 6

22 8 Act.09 on day 7 23 1 1 0 0 No

23 9 Act.09 on day 8 24 1 1 0 0 No

24 10 Act.07 on day 13 25 1 0 0 1 No

25 11 Act.03 on day 15 25 0 0 0 0 No

25 12 Act.03 on day 16 25 0 0 0 0 No

25 13 Act.10 on day 17 25 0 0 0 0 No

25 14 Act.10 on day 18 25 0 0 0 0 No

25 15 Act.10 on day 20 25 0 0 0 0 No

25 16 Act.10 on day 21 26 1 0 1 0 No

26 17 Act.10 on day 22 27 1 0.7 0.3 0 No

27 18 Act.10 on day 24 28 1 1 0 0 No

28

19 Act.05 on day 27

32 4 2.1 1.3 0.6 No
20 Act.05 on day 28

21 Act.05 on day 29

22 Act.05 on day 30

32 23 Act.05 on day 32 33 1 0 1 0 No

33 24 Act.05 on day 33 34 1 0 1 0 No

34 25 Act.05 on day 34 35 1 0 1 0 Yes

25 35 15 6.8 6.6 1.6 40 15

• Step 14: From Table 3, ∑ EC = 3.7 days; ∑ NE = 2.3 days; ∑ UFMD = 1 day. Therefore,
by applying Equation (8), TCDs = 2.3 + 2.3 + 1= 7 days.

• Step 15: By applying Equations (9)–(11) for period (22): owner’s responsibility, contractor’s
responsibility, and neither party’s responsibility are 2.3 day, 2.2 day, and 0.5 day, respectively.

• Step 16: The result for period (22), as shown in Figure 8, is shown in Table 8.
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responsibility, and neither party’s responsibility are 2.3 day, 2.2 day, and 0.5 day, respectively. 

• Step 16: The result for period (22), as shown in Figure 8, is shown in Table 8.  

 

Figure 8. As-planned impacted schedule, period (35–39). 

  

Figure 8. As-planned impacted schedule, period (35–39).
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Table 8. The results of period (35–39) into the project delays.

PFMD
Periods

Window
Number

Window
Periods

Schedule
Update

Completion
Date EC NE UFMD PFMD

0 0 0 20 0 0 0 -
1 1–5 20 21 0.5 0.5 0 -
2 6 21 22 0.5 0.5 0 -
3 7–8 22 24 2 0 0 -
4 9–13 24 25 0 0 1 -
5 14–21 25 26 0 1 0 -

(22) 6 22 26 27 0.7 0.3 0 0
7 23–26 27 28 1 0 0 -

(27–30) 8 27–30 28 32 2.1 1.3 0.6 0
9 31–34 32 35 0 3 0 -

(35–39) 10 35–40 35 40 2.3 2.2 0.5 0

Responsibility for project delays 9.1 8.8 2.1 0

Total project delays 20

4.2.2. The Result

The proposed method results demonstrate the schedule delays analysis considering the
responsibility for PFMD as shown in Table 9. In the proposed systematic method, the analysis result
shows 20 days, which is the same number of days of the extension period for the original contract time.
However, allocating the responsibility for 20 days of delays differ by considering the PFMD issue.
In the proposed method, three periods of PFMDs have been reallocated onto the responsible delays
that contributed in extending the contract into PFMD period. This also proves that the cumulative
impacts of project delays onto PFMD periods can be measured by the proposed method, resulting in
different values compared with Table 1.

Table 9. The analysis results for the proposed method analysis.

PFMD Period Window
Number

Window
Periods

Schedule
Update

Completion
Date EC NE UFMD

0 (start) 0 0 20 0 0 0
1 1–5 20 21 0.5 0.5 0
2 6 21 22 0.5 0.5 0
3 7–8 22 24 2 0 0
4 9–13 24 25 0 0 1
5 14–21 25 26 0 1 0

First period 6 22 26 27 0.7 0.3 0
7 23–26 27 28 1 0 0

Second period 8 27–30 28 32 2.1 0.3 0.6
9 31–34 32 35 0 3 0

Third period 10 35–40 35 40 2.3 2.2 0.5

Responsibility for project delays 9.1 8.8 2.1

Total project delays 20

In Table 10, the result illustrates that (1) owner’s delay (EC) contributed to the overall PFMD
periods in 5.1 days; (2) contractor’s delay (NE) contributed to PFMD periods in 3.8 days; and (3) force
majeure delay that affected Act.07 on day 13 has also contributed to PFMDs and is responsible for
1.1 day. Therefore, the proposed method analysis proves that only 1.1 day out of 10 force majeure
delays are unavoidable force majeure delays. Also, the proposed analysis clearly proves that 5.1 days
out of ten force majeure delays have resulted from the owner’s fault. Without considering the PFMD
issue, the contractor would be responsible for the additional costs attributable to the whole of the
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PFMDs. Meanwhile, the impact of the contractor’ delays have contributed into 3.8 days of force
majeure delays, where the owner also will lose profits due to these delays.

Table 10. The result of the PFMD method.

PFMD Periods PFMDs Days Responsibility of PFMD
Total

EC NE EN

(22) 1 0.7 0.3 0
(27–30) 4 2.1 1.3 0.6
(35–39) 5 2.3 2.2 0.5

Responsibility for PFMD 5.1 3.8 1.1 10

The final responsibility of project delay analysis by the proposed method is shown in Table 11.
In the proposed method, the critical delays have been determined by the window analysis method.
Among the critical delays, the PFMD have been defined by the PFMD method. Thus, ten days of force
majeure delay that occurred during the period (22), (27–30) and (35–39) are determined as PFMDs.
With PFMD method, daily analysis was employed to continually account for the impact of the project
delays to each period of PFMD. Also, the early finish for affected activities was employed to compute
the changes and calculate the responsibility for each schedule delay. Therefore, four delays caused
the overall project completion by the owner as well as the owner’s responsibility for extending the
performance into 5.1 days of PFMD. The contractor also caused five delays to the overall project
completion as well as extending the performance into 3.8 days of PFMD. The result also shows that,
among the critical delays, only one UFMD is a critical delay to the overall project completion and has
contributed in pushing the performance into 1.1 day of PFMDs.

Table 11. The final responsibility of project delay analysis by the proposed method.

Delay’s Responsibility Critical Delays Responsibility for
PFMD Periods Total Responsibility

Owner’s Delay (EC) 4 5.1 9.1
Contractor’s Delay (NE) 5 3.8 8.8

Neither Party’s Delay (EN) 1 1.1 2.1
Total project delays 10 10 20

5. Pros and Cons of the Proposed Systematic Method

The proposed systematic method is the integration of the window analysis method, as the most
effective method, with PFMD method. The idea behind this integration was to bring together the
benefits of two approaches, where the window method has the capability to calculate the schedule
delay and determine the critical delays in more efficiency manner, and the PFMD method has the
capability to calculate the responsibility for force majeure delays.

The proposed method offers a very effective approach to minimize force majeure delay claims
that resulted from extending the original contract period. This method has the ability to (1) calculate
the schedule delays in more accurate results; (2) distinguish the extension period of project contract,
so PFMD can be determined; (3) analyze day-by-day the impact of the project delays in pushing
the project into PFMD period, so the PFMD responsibility can be also fixed; and (4) solve the mixed
responsibilities for causing PFMD.

A major advantage of the proposed method is that it divides a complicated responsibility of
PFMD into a manageable one and also takes into account the dynamic nature of the critical path. Also,
it has three main benefits. Firstly, the increase of awareness to analysts, contractors, and owners on
how the delay contribute into further delays on the schedule, and what the analysis of delay claim can
be involved. Secondly, it helps the contracting parties to evaluate the impact of the schedule delay onto
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force majeure delays and protect their right before any economic damages are determined. Thirdly,
its approach follows a rigorous and equitable procedure that is bound to produce accurate and valid
results acceptable to claims parties.

Although the PFMD method has the potential for calculating the schedule delay responsibility,
the calculation of the total project delays would require an effective process to account for other delay
issues that have the potential to affect the results, which is beyond the objective of PFMD method.
These issues include allocation of each delay responsibility, resolving the concurrent delays and pacing
delay, total floats consumption, critical and non-critical delays, loss of productivity and resource
allocations. With this integration for proposed systematic method, the project delay can be calculated
accurately by the window analysis method as well resolving the responsibility for force majeure delays
by the PFMD method, which will hopefully provide an acceptable basis in delay claims and a realistic
assessment of contractual liability.

6. Study Validity and Limitations

Each delay analysis method has strengths and weaknesses, and therefore requires a series of
validation processes together with proper application procedure to guarantee reliable results. Based on
this requirement, the reliability and validity of any delay analysis method are best achieved by
following the renowned recommended protocol by the American Association of Cost Engineers
(AACE) [63]. This protocol provides a comprehensive guidance on forensic schedule analysis
methodologies that is widely recognized and used by delay claims experts in the construction industry.
The AACE protocol expresses two key principles on the level of accuracy of the results produced
by any delay analysis methodology. First, that the best accuracy that analysts can hope to achieve
is an objective reflection of the facts as represented in the project documents and data. Second,
it considers the level of accuracy as a function of the quality of the data used therein, the accuracy of
the assumptions, and the subjective judgments made by the forensic schedule analysts. Therefore,
to enhance the validity of the proposed method, the study followed the recommended protocol’s
requirements so as to ensure its acceptability and practicality amongst practitioners and researchers.
The following outlines how these validity measures were employed in this study.

First, the proposed method relies on the appropriate input data which consists of the as-planned
schedule, as-built schedule and update schedules, as recommended and detailed in Sections 2.1–2.4
of the AACE protocol [63]. Second, the results of the method are based on daily window analysis,
which is highly regarded as a reliable methodology for observing the behavior of the schedule from
update to update, and measuring variances to determine the overall project delay [62]. Furthermore,
the method’s analysis involves the sequential comparison of individual activities’ planned finish date
with actual finish date to determine the responsibility of each delay in pushing the activity into PFMD
period. This comparison was undertaken by using the theory of CPM logic-driven to compare the
early finish of impacted activities before and after each delay. This approach has been the principle
used as a valid criterion for measuring delay impact by a number of studies (for example [51–61]).

The proposed method involves complex logical processes that would be difficult to handle
manually without the aid of a computer program when dealing with real-life construction projects
that are often characterized by numerous complexities. It is for this reason that the developed
method adopted a simple case study for purposes of illustrating its application process and also
demonstrates its practicality. Although the case-study project utilized in this study is a hypothetical
project, the scenarios have been constructed to reflect the context and relevance of typical construction
delays as closely as possible.

7. Conclusions

Delays in completing a construction project can have significant financial impact on the owner
and the contractor. Thus, analyzing the responsibility of schedule delays should be conducted in a
manner that is equitable to the contracting parties. Currently, when a force majeure delay is involved
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in the project schedule, neither party is entitled to recover the costs of the delay damage. However,
there is a situation of force majeure delay that may demand a compensation for the delay damages,
due to the contribution of the contracting parties in pushing the project performance to this period
of force majeure delay. In other words, the project delays are responsible for extending the original
contract period into the occurrence time of force majeure delay. It is thus reasonable to regard this
situation as a preventable force majeure delay (PFMD) in the sense that it would not have been an
issue had the project been completed within the original contract period.

Although the concept of PFMD has been presented and advanced in legal judicial claims, it is
however not popular in practice; this is coupled with the fact that existing DATs have failed to keep
pace with resolving this issue. It is also noteworthy that the affected party has the right to claim
against any delays that result from the negligence or tardiness of other party, which makes the lack of
accounting for PFMD in delay analysis a major gap. Therefore, as an attempt to help minimize disputes
involving force majeure claims, this paper presents a systematic method for accurately calculating the
schedule delay with thorough consideration of the PFMD issue.

The approach followed in developing the systematic method involving an integration of the
process for resolving PFMD issues with the window analysis method. With this integration, window
analysis offers the capability to produce more reliable results regarding the total project delays
calculations, whilst the PFMD method is able to determine PFMD responsibilities amongst the parties.
After developing the method’s systematic procedure involved, it was applied to a case-study to
demonstrate clarity and robustness of its implementation process.

The result of the case study indicates that the proposed method provides a more logical process
for analyzing PFMD situations, where each delay impact affecting the schedule is taken into account
in a systematic manner. As the proposed method shows how the schedule led to more delays that can
be avoided, which are PFMDs, it also shows how the most PFMDs can be determined and analyzed
with more logic process. The proposed systematic method also showed a powerful ability to provide
accurate and traceable results. Also, it offers an equitable analysis for the losses during PFMD periods,
which have been fairly allocated between the responsible parties. This would raise awareness as to the
importance of the analysis delay issues and the improvement needs in delay analysis methods.
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